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CONTEXTUALITY OF' MUSICOLOGY

In one of its branches contemporary musicological thoughtl concentrates on
the change of the mcthodological approach, due to the novelties in philosophical practlce and human sciences, in modernity. The changc of the scientific
from enterprises such as semiotics, deconstrucstandpoint
-or that had originated
feminism2 stimulated critical reinvestigation of hierarchical relationtion,
ships established on the logocentric basis of thc modernistic consciousncss.
Poitstructuralist critical optics to which subject, historicism, meaning and philosophy are submittecl,3 crystallized their new status upon the primacy of categories opposed to identity, autonomy, causality, truth. Thereby "emerged" a
decenterecl subject, history without diachrony and progress, meaning without
precisc location, philosophy without "transcendental signified.". Deconstructive
inversion undertaken within the hierarchy of the metaphysically located contrary
notions cnforccd, thercfore, "a shift of focus from identities to dift'erences, unity
to fragmentation, ontology to philosophy of language, epistemology to rhetoric,
pr"r"i.. to absence,"+ iinally, from the creation to the interpretation.S
Contrary to philosophy, human studies and arts, in which thc above mentioned shift sets an esscntially new problem circle, in music, however, it is recognize<l as a phenomenon inherent to its very nature. We could almost say that
this transf'er is built into musical identity. Its two strata of which the first is
understood as Dahlhaus' "relative autonomy," plesuppose its sound appearance ,
which can be both kept "in silence" (in a text) or realized in sound within an
unlimited quantitativeipan. In it, the first stratum of musical identity, otherwise
strictly "centered" in a icore, appears to be "decentered" into infinite sound differences of which every single tends to come near to this notated but never
1 The concept of musicology refers in Serbian literature to the exploration of the historv' of music, and together with ethnomusicology defines the sphere of musical science.
2 cf .: Richard Lippert, Susan McClary (Ed.), Music and socle4,, Cambridge, cambridge
University Press, 1987, XI

3 Ci.: Madan Sarup, An Introductory Guide to Post-structuralism and Postmodernism,
New York, Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1993,14.
4 mia., s+.
5 cf.: Ibid.
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attainable essence. Moreover, a poststructuralist critical model, more precisely,

deconstructive procedure, can be discerned from a certain communication
which is inevitably established among the works of music themsclvcs, in their
diachronic order.6
Perhaps fact very that the type of autonomy of music bears considcrably
dcconstructive nature, determined less initiativc of the study of music regarding
its own endeavors in identifying the theoretical shift to poststructuralist criticism. My thesis is that the deconstructive inherence of music stipulated the poststructuralist inhercnce of musicology, that exerted as dominant in the momcnt
u'hen poststructuralism - and yet in some elements already structuralism began with a radical rcinvestigation of the metaphysic binary conccption. In
effcct, criticism of musicology waitetl.fctr postmodernity, that is, for thc appropriatc spiritual and theoretical contcxt, in order to designate its poststructuralist
nature.

Therefore, Lawrcncc Kramer is probably right when he claims that "it
u'ould be fair to say that music criticism bccomes postmodernist when it proceeds by deconstructing the concept of thc cxtramusical."T Thereby, on the one
hand, he apprcciates criticism as a concept that is not unknown to musicology,
and on the other hand, implies that criticism has genuine reasons and conditions
for its fu11 rise just in postmodernity. indeed, in many recent musicological treatises, the authorsS gcncrally support the re-readings of the autonomy of music.
They dcmonstrate how the opinion according to which music embodies evcrything that is intangible, figuring "as an acoustic image oI pure intcriority," is to
bc withdrawn before the undcrstanding of music as a primarily socially caused
fact, and in gcncral, before the considerations of music "liom cvcry possible pcrspective,"g "from cxtra-musical positions,"l0 that is, from the aspect of everything that belongs to "the rubric of context."ll In effcct, it means a defining of
the position opposed to positivism conceived as pure factographical registcring
within some utmost narrow, or, no matter how large musical territory. Contrary
to this, contextuality in musicology advocatcs prccisely a showdown with the
relationships implied by those facts,l2 regarding both their internal ordcr and
6 My i<iea about the deconstructive nature of the autonomy of music is displayed in a
study Music and Deconstruction (An Inscription on the Margins of Derrida's Theory), (in):
Exclusivit.v and Coexistence, Belgrade, Faculty of Music, 1997.
7 Lawrence Cramer, Music and Representation , Classical Music ancl Postmotlern Knowledge,Berkeley, Los Angcles, University of Calitbrnia Prcss, 1996, 67.
8 For example, Madan Sarup, Lawrence Cramer, Peter Franklin, Simon Frith, Joseph
Kerman, Richard Leppert, Susan McClary, John Mowitt, Rose Rosengard-Subotnik, John
Shepherd, Ruth Solie, Steve Sweeney-Turner, Janet Wolff.

9 op. cit.,
10
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the relations with the questions that do not directly belong to the formal level'
Demonstrating this theiis in her musicological output, Rose Rosengard-Su-botnik emphasizis that she does not seo any "fatal contradiction between the
acceptance of autonomy (underlined.by M.v.-H.) (...) as one sort of paradigm
ancl the rejection of autonomy as an epistemological
@,
ide o-logy," t: g:uiOing her treatises br the coilrlcti on that "the structure of art and
the exp-erience of life support each other in ways that affirm_the value of serious
contextual studies."14 enO ttreir final aim is - as Susan McClary metaphorically
explained - to explore everything that lies beyond the last door in Bluebeard's
castle;15 that is, behind the "ban" and in spite of it.

However, this deeply motivated movement for the contextuality of musicology should not be conteived as the absolute, as a situation without roots and
p."ulou, results. Because, in addition to its considerably rich formalistic and
positivistic experience, musicology was directing to the problems of context,
almost from iti very foundation. Aheady various classifications of the musical
science (e. g. Framery, Forkel,Adler)16 testify to this by directing the attention
also to the hierarchy of the disciplines which arc borderline, "sister" or auxiliary
to the history of music. Fot, crtntextuality rf nrusicology and contextttolity within
l/, meaning, as a trait of its nature and methodological procedure, ultimately stent
from its rilationship toward the other disciplines. Regardless-of the fact that
many ramifications can be sketched in the sense of sciences which function as
borderline, "sister" or auxiliary to the history of music, and many concentric circles circumscribed - as the mentioned authors (after all, not only they!) proposed directly or indirectly - the fact is that in musicological practice one same
discipline can act us unavoiduble under certain circumstances, and under others,
u, .&npl.t.ly marginal. In other words, the hierarchy of disciplines, which act
as the bbrderiin", 'titt"t," auxiliary... to the history of music, can never be notated precisely. And that the preceding notion ofhierarchy should thercfore be necessirily deionstructed is clearly shbwn by thc interpretative dimension of musicology.

framely, an "extract" from the factographical plethora of thc history of music as a field of investigation, submits to the individual standpoint of the author,
that is, to his way of ttinking, educational radius, creative "gesture," etc. And it
is this that determines the auihor's choice of disciplines relevant for his work on
a spccific subject, regardless of the fact that in connection with certain themes,
i3 tbia.
l4 mia.,

itz.

McClary, Feminine Enclings. Music, Gender and Sexuality, Minnesota, London,' University of Minnesota, 1994,5'
16 Letus mention such as by N. E. Framery inTableau cle lamusique et de ses brunclrcs
(11i0), J. N. Forkel in Tlrcorie der Musik, insofern sie Liehhabern und Kennern notv')endi{
i*'a nitrtirt ist (1117) and Allgemeine Geschiihte der Musik (1788), G. Adler in Umfang,
(1919).
Methode uncl Ziel der Musikwiienschaft (1885) and Methode der Musikgeschichte
15 Susun
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some of the disciplines are considered more or less as basic, or, as we used to
say, craftwork. For example, whether the scientific research and intcrpretation
of the output of a composer will take into consideration not only the relevant
facts from the history of music, general history, or analytical practice both in
terms of every single component of a work (form, melody, rhythm, harmony,
instrumentation) and in their relationship in the concrete situation, but also the
psychology of creation, general and sociology of culture and art, history of philosophy and aesthetics, mathematics, acoustics, etc., depends not only on the
research subjcct, but on the interpretative style of a musicologist as well. The
situation is identical in the branch of systcmatic musicologylT which, as the fundamental research, aims at the phenomenon and not the event, meaning, according to Wiora, at musical phcnomena considered in the synchronic and not the

diachronic way.
Hence, evcry musical phenomenon can be examined potentially liom thc
aspect of all disciplines, particularly those for whose scientiflc apparatus and
kind of argumentation a musicologist feels the most affinity; and by which founded on the analytical level - that phenomenon can be expounded in the most
appropriate way.

That is why I attempted - on quite another musicological occasion - to
reveal some flexible tenet that would supercedc the model of the preccding
"quantitative" schemes, by designating a mechanism of establishing and functioning of an "open" table, which can be valid under the circumstances of any
conceivable cooperation and interaction of the main and subsidiary disciplines.
The basic assumption of this is that all fields of knowledge that stand outside thc
history of music are considered to be equally potentional concerning their function within musicological research, and not as borderline, "sister," auxiliary.
On the basis of the analytical procedure, which I established according to a
double criterion (on the one hand, concerning the factographical fund from the
spheres relevant for the certain investigation, and on the other, referring to the
usage of thc optics and methods of the scientillc areas that are inherent to those
spheres!), and applied on a great number of musicological texts of Serbian and
foreign authors, I concluded that the aspects of the relationships between the history of music and the disciplines outside it, are analogous to those relations that
act among various arts, more precisely, diff-erent media, in the framcwork of
mixed media, poly-media and inter-media.18
17 For example, the phenomenon of thematic opposition being the root of the sonata
form, can be rendered not only at the purely formal level, but from the aspect ofpsychology, philosophy, individual theories of art. sociology, mathematics, biology... that, naturaily,
depends on the intention, decision, affinity or the scientist's giobal orientation.
18 The ample treatise of this problem is the content of my study The Principles ofMixed

Media, Poly-Media and Inter-Media in Musicolog-v. From this text I am using here thc shortened explanations and schemes of these genres. The study was written and exposed within
the project of the Academy of Music and Theater of the University Rostock, inlate L991 .
1.6
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Thus, like mixed media that rely on the changeable hierarchical relations
among the media of relevant arts, being recognizable in the entire course of the
work, according to the specificity of their competence and kind of "argumentation", on the basis of which they participate in the whole collage-dramaturgy of
the work, consistently advocating its artistic thesis, a musicological text implies
the mixed-medial relationship between the history of music and the other disciplines whenever it follows the identical logic. In other words, a discipline can be
identified as ono which methodologically shares in the genesis of a musicological
text conceived according the mixed-medial principle, only if it travels along the
same path as the history of music does in that same text from its (hypo)thesis/"theorem" through the argumentation up to the final level of investigation. Thereby,
it is characteristic that the way of exposing the thesis, the kind of arguments
and of deduction, that belong to this discipline, remain recognizable by the features of "their" science, regardless of the degree of their coordination with the
approach from the aspect of the history of music. (Scheme No. 1)
Such a relationship can be found between the history of music and of visual
arls (in some respect the history of the theater too), in the study by Roksanda Pejovi1,The Mocking of Christ and Other Scenes Frorn tlte Cycle o.f "The Stffirings
of Christ" As lllustrated by Musical Instruments in Southern European Art.19
Regardless of the fact that in this text we can identify the rich presence of corresponding factographical material belonging not only to the history of music,
history of visual arts, and history of the theater, but also to the general history,
ethnomusicology, the history of literature and social psychology, we must say
that the author's interpretative style chose precisely the history of visual arts
to be the science which methodologically functions in the study, consistently
conducting the comparative procedure throughout the entire investigation and
course of the work.
If in such mixed-medial situations the extramusical disciplines achieve the
equal intensity of participation in musicological examination and exposition, as
well as the persistently polyphonic texture, it is about a musicological treatise
built upon the principles of poly-media.
Perhaps the best example of this can be found in the study by Vlastimir Periil(, Josip Slavenski and His "Astro-acoustics."20 The author displays his thesis
about the linkage between the "protoscientific" and artistic creation of the composer Slavenski, with an equally intense approach from two directions, attaching the same importance from both aspects: of systematic musicology on the one
hand, and astronomy and physics on the other. The writer's thought in itself here
bears a consistently counterpoint contrapuntal natue; hence, the process of argu19 The text was published in the International Magazine for Music New Sotmd, (Bel'
grade), 1993,2,71-93.
20 The study is printed inZvuk, (Sarajevo), 1984,4,5-14, andin Musiktheorie,3. Jg.
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mentation of the thesis is projected from both directions, and carried out in a
polyphonic
way up to the end of the study.
- ln other words, musicological and astro-acoustical aspccts build their contrapuntal union in the mentioned text, in thc status of recognizable and autonomous disciplines in thcmselves. Thereby, they justify the given scheme of mixed
media conierning all points of the scientific inquiry, confirming their equal
importance. Due 1o the polyphonic procedure and entire musicological result,
the scheme of mixed media is to be specified as poly-media. (Scheme No. 2)
And when the subject of scrutiny, the way of its elaboration, the geffe to
which they both belong, merge - due to the musicologist's intention and realization! - into a unique whole in which the musicological result (combined with
all its mixed-medial or poly-medial assumptions) acts as part of the subject, and
the subject as part of the musicological result, it is about the conccption of inter-media. (Scheme No. 3)
I shall give an example from my book Arr and Beyond,zt that refers to the
explanation-of the project Four Figmenrs by Vladan Radovanovii. At one point,
I intentionally lefi a musicological discourse of the book, that rests upon thc
Iogic of mixed-media/poly-media, by creating a figment of my own, in order to
the explanation of Radovanovii"s achicvement and the possible examplc
-sive
of its functioning, at the same time. Thereby, the text about the subject matter
became its part, and the subject mattel, a part of the tcxt. If we try to separate
them in the mentioned example, nothing would remain either of the subject or
the discourse: namely, the nrusicological ideain itsclf arose ln the core of the idea
of the project at whoie explication it was aimed. As this idea stems fiom the midpoint ihai stands atnotTg,imong music, psychology, literature... thus, in the midst
bf tn" creative "doing" whose nucleus is intermedial in its nature, the musicological thought which aspires to render the idea, had to be of an intermedial
character too.

Therefore, the particular disciplines cannot be identihed in the mentioned
text, as its recognizable lay"rs (like in mixed media or poly-media), because the
"investigative l:.y" projected from each of the angles of other disciplines (here,
psychology, liteiary and a scientific discourse on music) reverts to the angles
from er"iy point of the subject to be examined, and from all phases of the investigation as well.
In effect, this involves the mechanism of establishing the intermedial connection between the type of discourse and its subject matter, as a phenomcnon,
which shows a clear inalogy with the phenomenon of that creative idea which
arises among the media.
The opfortunity of identifying the logic of multimedia genres within musicological uthi"u.."nts also points to the fact that the appeal for consideration
of iusic in context, this charicteristic endeavor of the so-called new musicolo2l Art and Beyontl.The Poetics antlCreativity oJ'VladanRadovanovit, Novi Sad, Matica srpska,
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gy, does not bear the entirely new enterprise. It is already implied not only in the

olden thoughts about the contribution of the extramusical disciplines to musicology, but also in each of the musicological works in which the formal and factographical level do not act as the initial point and aim, at the same time. But,
what is indisputably new, is the explicit creative advocacy for "a serious musicological discipline of criticism,"22 the consciousness about the state of belonging to the new time as one's own "theoretical position," as the context in which
the latency of a profession rises to its dominant request. And in this framework
the new is - I shall take the liberty of saying this - the given interpretation of
musicology, according to which it is founded on the principles oJ'mixed media,
poly-media and inter-media; that is, on the tenets after which we can easily identify which science, when and why can function as a "sister" discipline, sharing
in a musicological examination. And it is of great importance because, thereby,
the largest thematic span of the documented and creative musicological criticism
can bc essentially located, encompassed, and supported.
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Scheme No. 2

MUSICOLOGICAL RESULT = POLY.MEDIUM

"SISTER" DISCIPLINES

MUSICOLOGY

Scheme No. 3

MUSICOLOGICAL RESULT = INTER.MEDIUM

MUSICOLOGY
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